
What is Factor Analysis

�Is an advanced correlation analysis 

�Purpose – if responses to several statements 

are highly correlated

�If responses to 3 or more statements are 

highly correlated, believed, measuring some 

factor common to all of them



Contd…

� Not highly correlated with any other set

�Researchers use judgment what factor ties 

them together them together 

�In an automobile study, researcher may find 

high correlations among statements:
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A car’s brakes are its most critical part

I want my car to be equipped with air bag

A collapsible steering column 

Researcher judgment: Underlying concern 

is … What
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Types of variables used:

Continuous &/orContinuous &/or

Interval scaled variables



Identifies interdependencies among 

variables
Example: 

�A manufacturer of car’s wanted to know which 
automobile characteristics (or factors) are 
considered important by buyers:

� Only 5 statements are listed here:

�Responses were recorded on 7-point 
agreement/disagreement with each statement
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�The  side profile of the car should be sleek

�A car’s brakes are its most critical part

�Interiors should be attractive�Interiors should be attractive

�4 adults should sit comfortably in a car

�Mileage should be at least 30 Kms per liter
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�Thus for each statement, we have a dist. of 300 

responses on a 7-point scale.

5 Factor  Analysis topics are

�Three important measures:�Three important measures:

�Role of correlation

�Identification of factors

�Out put of Factor Analysis (FA)

�Evaluating how well factors fit the data.



Three Important Measures

1. Variance

2. Standardized Scores of Individual responses2. Standardized Scores of Individual responses

3. Correlation coefficients 



Variance
�FA is like regression analysis

�Tries to ‘best-fit’ factors to a scatter diagram in 
such a way,

�Factors explain variance associated with �Factors explain variance associated with 
responses to each statement just as,

�User of Reg. analysis would like to explain 100%

Variance in dep. Variable, i.e. R sq. = 100
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�User of FA likes to explain 100% variance 

associated with each statement in the study.



Standardized Scores of an individual’s 

response

�Responses may be received using different 

scales

�To facilitate comparison standardize all answers

�Since it is possible to cal. Mean & St. Dev. Of all 

responses to each  statement.
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�An individuals actual response to a statement is 
standardized:

Individual’s standardized score on the statement =

� [Individual’s actual response] – [Mean of 300  responses][ ] –
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Standard Dev. of all 300 responses to the statement

�Each standardized score is likely to be a 
value somewhere in the range of +3.00 and 
-3.00 



Correlation Coefficients

� Correlation coefficients associated with st. 

scores of the responses to each pair of 

statements:  

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 1 1 0 0 01 1 1 1 0 0 0

2 1 1 0 0 0

3 1 0 0 0

4 1 1 1

5 1 1

6 1



Role of Correlation
� Correlation coefficients have been calculated

� We assume two factors exist in data set

�For simplicity only perfect correlations are �For simplicity only perfect correlations are 

shown

�Purpose is to gain understanding of 2 basic 

concepts underlying FA
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1. FA searches through a large set of a data to 

locate two or more sets of statements which 

have highly correlated responses

2. Responses in one set will be highly correlated 

with each other but quite uncorrelated with 

2. Responses in one set will be highly correlated 

with each other but quite uncorrelated with 

responses to other statements in other sets.

Statements in any one set need only be highly 

correlated with each other say, 

r = 0.70 or larger 



Identification of Factors

�Factors are linear =ns

�Factors are identified through  complex 
calculations

�FA selects one factor at a time using ‘best fit’ 
concept 

�First factor is the one that fits the data, 
explains more variance than other possible 
factors
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� Each additional factor selected is likely to 

explain less variance than the first or others 

identified previously

�Factors selected after first must be �Factors selected after first must be 

uncorrelated with already selected

�Process continues till procedure cannot find 

additional factors that sig. reduces unexplained 

variance.



Output of FA

Only 6 statements (Variables) from automobile 

study will be used to explain the output of FA

X1 = Should last long time

X2 = Mileage should be at least 30 kms

X3 = Easily maintained by ownerX3 = Easily maintained by owner

X4 = 4 adults able to sit in

X5 = Adequate leg space & head room

X6 = Brakes are its most crucial part. 



FA Output of Car Study
Factors

F1 F2 F3 Communalities

X1 0.86 0.10 0.04 0.76

X2 0.84 0.18 0.10 0.75

X3 0.68 0.24 0.15 0.54

X4 0.10 0.92 0.05 0.86

X5 0.16 0.94 0.08 0.89

X6 0.12 0.14 0.89 0.83

Eigenvalues 1.9356 1.8540 0.8351

Eign/no of St 0.3226 0.3090 0.1391
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F1 can be written as: 0.86 X1+ 0.84 X2+ 0.68 X3+ 

0.10 X4+ 0.16 X5+ 0.12 X6

�18 No’s located in 6 rows & 3 Col’s are called factor 

loadings

�Each statement has a factor loading on each factor

�F. Loading associated with a specific factor and a 

specific st. is simply the correlation between that 

factor & that statement’s standardised response 

score.



Naming factors &  measuring their importance

�F1 is a good fit on data from st. 1,2 &3 but poor 

fit on other statements.

� indicates 1,2,3 are probably measuring the 

same basic attitude/ value systemsame basic attitude/ value system

� It’s this finding that provides researchers the 

evidence that a factor exists
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�Coz of the contents of 1,2,3 researchers 

subjectively conclude “Economy of Operation” subjectively conclude “Economy of Operation” 

was the factor that tied these together in minds of 

respondents.



Communalities

�Communalities indicate the proportion of 

variance in responses to the statement which is variance in responses to the statement which is 

explained by three identified factors.
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�Table shows 3 factors explain 75% or more of 

variance with st. 1,2,4,5,6.

�Since 3 factors a/c for most of variance �Since 3 factors a/c for most of variance 

associated with each of 6 statements, 3 factors fit 

the data well. 



Eigenvalues
�Indicate how well any given factor fits the data 

from all respondents on all statements

�Divide igen-values by no. of statements

�Resulting figure is the proportion of variance in 

entire set of standardized response score  explained 

by that factor.
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� By adding 3 figures for 3 factors one sees that 

together they explain:

0.3266+0.3090+0.1391 = 0.7707 or 77.07% 

of variance in the entire set of response data.

�It is used as a measure of how well identified �It is used as a measure of how well identified 

factors fit the data.

�In general, a FA that accounts for 60%-70% or 

more of the total variance can be considered a 

good fit to the data.



Problems in FA
� If measurement are inaccurate or non linear

�How many factors one should use: First two factors 
explain 63.16% (32.26+30.90) of variance , 3rd factor 
explains additional 13.91

� Coz of addition of this factor substantial increase 
from 63.13- 77.07%

�Reasonable to use 3rd factors only.

�Difficulty, identify & name the factor.


